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Abstract—Developing an effective method for automatic mapping of physiography is of great interest because such maps
have wide range of applications, but creating them manually is
expensive and suffers from lack of standards. Many automapping
methods have been proposed, but most yield pixel-based maps
that do not quite match an appearance and usability of manually
drawn maps. In this letter, we propose a method for autocreation
of a physiographic map that has handmadelike appearance and
functionality. The new method relies on the concept of stacked
classification. First, the outcome of existing pixel-based classification is used to construct new features that contain contextual
information around each pixel. Second, these new features are
used by a segmentation/classification algorithm to create a final
map showing generalized landform classes. We describe the design of our method and demonstrate its utility by mapping the
physiography of Tharsis region on Mars. A framework of the new
method is general enough to improve upon maps created by all
previous pixel-based methods. Potential applications include the
following: facilitating efficient geologic mapping, enabling computational comparative geomorphology, more effective visualization
of topography, and fusion with other data layers within the GIS
framework. The method can also be applied without modification
to create segmentation-based maps of land covers.

27
Index Terms—Classification, digital elevation model (DEM),
28 landform, mapping, Mars, segmentation, terrain.

I. I NTRODUCTION

29

T

HE physiographic map of a study area is the thematic
map of its constituent landforms. The purpose of such a
32 map is to visualize spatial relations between different landforms
33 thus providing insights into geologic processes that shaped
34 the present-day landscape of the study area. Most study areas
35 contain several different landforms; typically, each landform
36 is scattered among a number of disconnected surface patches.
37 A handmade physiographic map is a mosaic of such patches
38 where each patch is assigned a landform label on the basis of
39 visual interpretation of an image. The slowness and expense of
40 manual mapping calls for automation of the mapping process.
41 Fortunately, the surface properties that distinguish between
42 different landforms can be described quantitatively by a set of
43 numerical measures called terrain attributes which are derived
44 from a digital elevation model (DEM) of the surface. Thus,

30
31

in principle, a computer-generated physiographic map can be 45
obtained fast and at the minimum cost by an algorithm parsing 46
a DEM of the study area.
47
Seizing this opportunity, a number of researchers had de- 48
veloped methods for automatic mapping of landforms. These 49
methods can be divided into those which utilize machine learn- 50
ing and those which do not [1]–[4]. The machine learning- 51
based methods can be further grouped into those [5]–[10] using 52
unsupervised learning techniques and those [11]–[15] using 53
supervised techniques. Moreover, all methods can be grouped 54
into pixel-based methods [3], [5]–[13], where an algorithm 55
assigns landform label for each pixel in a DEM separately 56
and segmentation-based methods [1], [4], [14], [15], where an 57
algorithm assigns landform labels for multipixel but attribute- 58
homogeneous segments of the landscape. Different methods 59
make use of different terrain attributes as they are designed for 60
various purposes. In particular, Iwahashi and Pike [3] had de- 61
veloped an unsupervised method for classification of landforms 62
based on only three terrain attributes: slope gradient, surface 63
texture, and local convexity. Their pixel-based classification 64
(hereafter referred to as IP classification) is achieved by using 65
the nested means approach [16], [17], a nonmachine learning 66
technique that yields a decision tree capable of mapping the 67
three terrain attributes into statistically predefined landform 68
labels. This simple and efficient method autogenerates phys- 69
iographic maps that approximate quite well [13], [18] the maps 70
created manually via photo interpretation.
71
All aforementioned methods are designed to map well- 72
defined unmixed terrain types. This is in contrast to hand- 73
made maps featuring more generalized classes that mix simpler 74
terrain types. In this letter, we present a method capable of 75
mapping such generalized classes. The core idea behind our 76
method is to utilize the concept of stacked classification [19], 77
[20]. A stacking algorithm uses the outcome of a base classifier 78
(designed to map simple terrain types) to construct contextual 79
features for a secondary classifier (designed to map generalized 80
landform classes). We use the IP classification as the base 81
classifier and a combination of segmentation/classification al- 82
gorithm as the secondary classifier.
83
The new method yields a physiographic map that differs from 84
the IP map in a number of features. First, it maps generalized 85
landform classes, more in line with what is sought by most end 86
users. Second, the segmentation-based design of our method 87
produces a smooth polygon-based map that is stored in the 88
GIS-standard shapefile format. The original IP method yields 89
a pixel-based map that has an undesirable granular appearance 90
and needs to be stored in a raster format. Third, a rigid structure 91
of the nested means-based decision tree utilized by the IP 92
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Fig. 1. Tharsis region on Mars. (a) Shaded relief. (b) Geologic map, labels [21] indicate prominent units. (c) Physiographic map obtained using Iwahashi and
Pike’s classification, see text for description of legend.

method restricts a number of landform classes to 8, 12, or 16,
and the physical meaning of those classes is set a priori by
statistical properties of a landscape. In the new method, the
96 number of landform classes is a free parameter. The physical
97 meaning of the classes is given by an analyst (if supervised clas98 sification of segments is desired) or is interpreted a posteriori
99 (in case of unsupervised classification of segments). In this
100 letter, we focus on an unsupervised variant of our method.
II. M ETHODOLOGY

101
102

A. Study Area

Our study area is the Tharsis region on planet Mars. This
choice reflects our long-standing interest in Martian surface
[6], [10], [14], [15], but, in addition, we want to highlight an
106 application of automapping for planetary surfaces for which
107 topographic data exist or is about to become available but
108 geomorphic knowledge is lacking. The Tharsis region on Mars
109 [Fig. 1(a)] is an enormous volcanic plateau containing a num110 ber of large volcanoes including Olympus Mons—the largest
111 volcano in the solar system. Tarsis landscape with its many
112 intervened landforms presents a good test case for an automap113 ping technique. The manually drawn [21] geologic map of the
114 region [Fig. 1(b)] contains 43 different geologic units. Note
115 that geologic units are not the same as landform classes so the
116 geologic map does not provide a “ground truth” against which
117 the autogenerated map can be compared. Nevertheless, some
118 level of correspondence between physiography and geology is
119 expected as the geologic units are established mainly (but not
120 exclusively) on the basis of photo interpretation of surface fea121 tures. The site’s center is located at about −137◦ E and 13◦ N.
122 The DEM is provided by the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter Mis123 sion Experiment Gridded Data Record (MEGDR) [22] and has
124 the resolution of 128 pixels/degree. For the purpose of this let125 ter, the MEGDR was resampled to 16 pixels/degree (or ∼4 km/
126 pixel near the equator) and the 1024 × 1024 clip was taken to
127 represent the study area.
103
104
105

128

B. Base Classiﬁcation

129

The first step is to classify each pixel in the study area
into one of 16 terrain types (classes) using the Iwahashi and

130

Pike’s classifier; the result is shown in Fig. 1(c). The legend 131
to Fig. 1(c) is organized in a square array; the top row groups 132
classes (1,5,9,13) representing rough, convex terrain; the sec- 133
ond row groups classes (3,7,11,15) standing for rough, concave 134
terrain; the third row groups classes (2,6,10,14) representing 135
smooth, convex terrain; the last row groups classes (4,8,12,16) 136
corresponding to smooth, concave terrain. In each row, pro- 137
gressively larger values of labels indicate gentler terrain. The 138
resultant map gives a good visual indication of the overall site’s 139
physiography, however zooming in reveals a granular character 140
of the classification that stems from assigning a very specific 141
landform label to each pixel.
142
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C. Secondary Features

143

The secondary features capture contextual information 144
around a given pixel and are calculated from the labels (1 to 145
16) returned by the base classifier. The secondary features are 146
combined into a pixel-attached feature vector which describes, 147
in a generalized manner, surface character in the neighborhood 148
of this pixel. We calculate 19 such features. The first 16 features 149
are normalized frequencies of the IP labels contained within 150
a N × N square window centered on the focus pixel. The 151
value of N controls the degree of surface generalization; results 152
for N = 11 are presented in this letter. The remaining three 153
features characterize a local pattern of labels. Two windows 154
may have a similar frequencies but different spatial distributions 155
of the labels. We calculate pattern features using a modification 156
of the multiscale local binary pattern (LBP) operator originally 157
designed [23] to measure texture in grayscale images. Our 158
modified LBPP,R operator compares a label, Lc of the focus 159
pixel, with labels, Lp , of P pixels distributed uniformly on a 160
circle having the radius R and the center located at the focus 161
pixel
162
LBPP,R =

P


s(Lp , Lc )2p

(1)

p=1

where s(Lp , Lc ) = 1 if Lp = Lc and s(Lp , Lc ) = 0 if Lp = 163
Lc . The value of LBPP,R = 0 if the entire neighborhood is 164
assigned the same label; other values of LBPP,R discrimi- 165
nate between different patterns of “contaminant” labels. We 166
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calculate the value of LBP for (P = 8, R = 1), (P = 16,
R = 2), (P = 24, R = 3); nearest-neighbor approximation is
used to calculate a label of a pixel at the specified radius. The
170 LBPP,R values are transformed to a set of P + 1 ordinal tags
171 that correspond to rotationally invariant and “uniform” pattern172 types indicating progressively larger degree of nonuniformity
173 (see [23] for details).
174
Note a difference between the terrain attributes used by the IP
175 classifier and the secondary features to be used in our classifica176 tion. Whereas the first measure the surface properties directly,
177 the second describe surface in generalized terms. For example,
178 a 19-features vector (0.7,0,0,0,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,3,6)
179 indicates that a terrain around a focus pixel is 70% steep, rough,
180 and convex; 30% moderate, rough, and convex; the terrain
181 is uniform on small spatial scale (LBP8,1 = 1), but become
182 moderately contaminated (by class 5) farther from the focus
183 pixel (LBP16,2 = 3, LBP24,3 = 6). The secondary features
184 generalize the original geomorphic description of the surface.
185 Partitioning a site into segments on the basis of homogeneity
186 of secondary, rather than original geomorphic vectors leads to a
187 physiographic map that depicts classes that consist of mixtures
188 of landform elements that “belong” together (on the basis of
189 similarity measure). Such a map has functionality and esthetics
190 similar to those of handmade maps.
167

191

D. Segmentation and Classiﬁcation

We use 19-features vectors to partition the site into mutually exclusive and exhaustive segments so that each segment
194 contains pixels having approximately uniform vectors. We also
195 cluster these segments into a number of generic classes that
196 are subsequently semantically interpreted. Both, segmentation
197 and clustering are achieved simultaneously using the recur198 sive hierarchical segmentation (RHSEG) algorithm [24]. The
199 RHSEG algorithm is a hybrid of region growing and feature
200 clustering approaches to partitioning an image or, in our case, to
201 segmenting the landscape scene. Starting from individual pixels
202 as regions seeds, the algorithm alternates between merging
203 similar adjacent regions into larger regions (segmentation) and
204 merging labels of nonadjacent similar regions (clustering). Both
205 steps utilize a feature-based user-defined similarity criterion to
206 decide whether to merge the segments. As this two-step process
207 is iteratively repeated, it produces a natural hierarchy of both:
208 spatial segmentations and clusters of features. In spatial di209 mension, a coarser segmentation preserves boundaries between
210 segments in all finer segmentations. In feature space, larger
211 clusters incorporate smaller clusters (corresponding to a more
212 narrowly defined landform) created in previous iterations.
213
The RHSEG algorithm has very desirable properties for
214 autogeneration of physiographic maps. As we have noted in
215 the Introduction, a manual creation of a physiographic map
216 consists of partitioning a site into surface patches and assigning
217 landform labels to those patches. The RHSEG recreates this
218 process in an algorithm; the segments correspond to patches and
219 the cluster identifiers correspond to landform labels. Because
220 the computation follows roughly the same steps as taken by
221 an analyst, the resultant map has information esthetics similar
222 to those found in manually drawn maps. However, whereas
192
193

in manual mapping, the patches are delineated to conform to 223
landforms types which have been selected a priori by an ana- 224
lyst, in the RHSEG-generated map landform classes (clusters) 225
and segments are fundamentally linked as they both reflect the 226
existing patterns in the spatial data. Thus, our automapping 227
is an exploratory mapping—both landform types and their 228
spatial presence are derived. This is in contrast to manual 229
mapping that could be referred to as an exploitation mapping 230
because it utilizes existing knowledge about landform types to 231
assign them to different spatial locations. Stopping the RHSEG 232
algorithm at a given iteration level results in a physiographic 233
map of a certain geographical and feature-space resolutions; 234
less iteration produces a map with finer resolution and more 235
iterations produces a map with coarser resolution.
236
III. R ESULTS

237

We have applied our method to the Tharsis region test site. 238
The base classification was calculated using the Arc/INFO 239
Macro Language script available as a part of [3]. The outcome 240
of this calculation is the map shown in Fig. 1(c), where each 241
of the 1024 × 1024 pixels is assigned one of 16 landform 242
classes. The secondary features were calculated using a Matlab 243
code. The final segmentation and classification was calculated 244
using the RHSEG software [25]. Note that the RHSEG works 245
on the same [26] principle as a popular Definiens commercial 246
image analysis software.
247
The RHSEG has a number of parameters that need to be 248
set. The most important parameter is a similarity criterion for 249
merging regions; we have set this parameter to the “Entropy” 250
method. The core idea behind the entropy method is to execute 251
mergers that minimize the change of entropy. The entropy H 252
of a region Xis defined as an entropy of its mean feature 253
vector; i.e., n fi log fi , where n is the number of pixels in 254
a region and fi is the regional mean of the ith component of the 255
feature vector. The summation extends over all dimension of 256
the vector (i = 1, . . . , 19 in our case). The RHSEG calculates 257
∆H = H(X1 + X2 ) − H(X1 ) − H(X2 ) between the pairs of 258
adjacent (segmentation step) and nonadjacent (clustering step) 259
regions and the pairs of regions with the smallest value of ∆H 260
are merged. Another important parameter governs a depth of 261
segmentation hierarchy saved for future analysis. Keeping the 262
results of all iterations is neither feasible nor necessary. We set 263
this parameter so the RHSEG starts saving the segmentation 264
results when the feature vectors are already clustered into 20 265
landform classes (there are much more segments present at 266
that stage as multiple segments corresponds to a single class). 267
The most-detailed retained partitioning is referred to as level 0 268
segmentation. Subsequent, progressively coarser segmentations 269
are referred to as level 1, . . . , 19, respectively.
270
Fig. 2 shows the level 11 segmentation consisting of 2382 271
segments grouped into nine landform classes. The legend to 272
Fig. 2 lists the nine classes; each class is assigned a color and 273
a numerical label (as set by the RHSEG). A “composition” 274
of each class in terms of IP terrain types is given by a pie 275
graph. Our rough interpretation of each class, in terms of terrain 276
texture, convexity, and slope, is given by pictorial symbols. For 277
example, landform labeled 1024 is interpreted as steep convex 278
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map is manually drawn using both objective criteria (such as, 304
surface morphology and its age) and subjective criteria (such 305
as, nomenclature, history of previous investigations, etc.). For 306
example, the unit AHt3 is defined [21] as “. . .large volcanic 307
shields and associated lava flows of Arsia Mons, Pavonis Mons, 308
and Ascraeus Mons,” whereas the unit Aos is defined as “. . . 309
young lava flows associate with Olympus Mons.” Both units 310
refer to the same landform (as correctly indicated by the map on 311
Fig. 2), different geologic labels stem from different geographic 312
location. Thus, closer correspondence between physiographic 313
and geologic map cannot be expected. The autogenerated phys- 314
iographic map provides an objective geomorphic information to 315
be utilized for creation of geologic map.
316
IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION

terrain characterized by rough surface (fine texture). Note that
RHSEG-generated classes vary in their correspondence to the
281 IP terrain types. For example, ∼50% of pixels contained in the
282 aforementioned class 1024 belong to IP terrain type 1, ∼25%
283 belong to terrain type 5, and the remaining ∼25% belong to
284 other terrain types. Thus, our interpretation of class 1024 is
285 a shortcut; a more detailed narrative may be required. Most
286 classes are heavily dominated by a single IP terrain type (class
287 4864 by type 2, class 3840 by type 6, class 5120 by type 16),
288 but some (512, 1792) are not. The colors depicting the classes
289 in Fig. 2 were chosen to correspond to their dominant terrain
290 type if possible. This is why the maps on Figs. 1(c) and 2 have
291 similar colors.
292
Notwithstanding visual similarity (which decreases with in293 creased magnification), the map created by our method is quite
294 different from the map [Fig. 1(c)] created using the IP method.
295 Generalized classes summarize the geomorphic setting of the
296 test site in a clearer and more straightforward fashion making
297 the map more useful to end users. There is a computational
298 cost associated with this improvement; the IP classification
299 takes only minutes to compute, the RHSEG takes 7 h to seg300 ment the test site using 2.0-GHz Intel processor. Comparison
301 of our physiographic map to the geologic map [Fig. 1(b)]
302 shows some correspondence between spatial distribution of
303 landform classes and geologic units. Note that the geologic
279
280

In this letter, we have proposed a method for autogeneration 318
of a physiographic map from a DEM. Our method fuses two ex- 319
isting techniques, classification of pixels into terrain types and 320
the RHSEG algorithm for image segmentation/classification, to 321
generate segmentation-based, visually esthetic and ready-for- 322
analysis map generalized landform classes. The framework of 323
our method allows for use of any base classifier (for example, 324
for classifiers proposed in [2], [8]), but in this letter, we have 325
focused on the IP classifier that uses texture, convexity, and 326
slope as terrain attributes. Consequently, generated maps depict 327
landform classes abstracting landforms on the basis of these 328
three attributes. Because our method relies on unsupervised 329
classification each class needs to be postinterpreted; however, 330
such an interpretation is easily obtained from terrain types 331
making up each class.
332
The power of automapping comes from its ability to map 333
many sites efficiently to the same standards. With such applica- 334
tions in mind, the following considerations should be taken into 335
account. The IP base classifier uses statistical distributions of 336
terrain attributes to categorize pixels. Thus, meaning of terrain 337
types is relative to a site; for example, the terrain type 1 in 338
one site may not have the same absolute values of terrain 339
attributes as the terrain type 1 in another site. If it is desirable 340
to preclassify sites with terrain types having the same absolute 341
meaning, a base classifier should be used on concatenation of 342
pixels from all the sites. Moreover, because the RHSEG yields 343
landform classes via clustering, the precise meaning of classes 344
is unique to each site. If it is desirable to have uniform meaning 345
of landform classes throughout a series of sites, the segments 346
in a selected site should be treated as a training set, and the 347
segments in all other sites should be labeled using a supervised 348
classification technique [27].
349
The maps generated by our method are more useful to end 350
users than the maps depicting unmixed terrain types [2], [3], [8] 351
because they partition the site in a fashion similar to what an an- 352
alyst would do manually. The map can be stored in the standard 353
ArcGIS shapefile format to be used in further analyses when 354
combined with other layers of data. For example, combining a 355
physiographic map of a given (terrestrial) site with a land cover 356
map of the same site would facilitate a quantitative analysis of 357
dependence of land cover on landform class. Similar examples 358
abound. The difference between our method and previously 359
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Fig. 2. Autogenerated physiographic map of Tharsis region on Mars. Numbers in a legend are numerical labels assigned to the landform classes by the
RHSEG algorithm. Pie graphs show composition of classes in terms of the IP
terrain types. Symbols represent our interpretation of the landform classes in
terms of texture, convexity, and slope.
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published [1], [4] segmentation-based mapping methods is an
unsupervised approach to classification of landforms. In [1] and
[4], the Definiens (previously eCognition) software was used
363 to first segment a site and than classify the segments using
364 a predefined classification scheme. In contrast, our method
365 is a two-step approach wherein predefined terrain types are
366 assigned by a base classification scheme, but landform classes
367 arise from clustering of segments.
368
We envision several applications for our method. First ap369 plication is to expedite creation of geologic maps in planetary
370 science context where surfaces are still being explored and
371 the manual analysis does not keep up with availability of
372 new data. Second application is for quantitative comparative
373 geomorphology where our automapping facilitates numerical
374 comparison between composition of landform classes in dif375 ferent sites. Third application is for visualization; draping our
376 physiographic map over the shaded relief (see Fig. 2) creates a
377 “topo-thematic” map wherein relief is communicated by a hill378 shade and geomorphology is communicated by the legend to the
379 physiographic map. This is particularly useful for visualizing
380 large sites (like the Tharsis region) where terrain attributes such
381 as texture, convexity, or even slope are not conveyed well by
382 shaded relief. Shaded relief gives an overall impression about
383 the character of the surface [see Fig. 1(a)], but a topo-thematic
384 map of the same size (see Fig. 2) gives much more detailed
385 account.
386
Finally, we notice that the idea of using the principle of
387 stacked classification in order to generate better maps is not
388 restricted to physiography. The same method can be used to
389 generated segment-based maps of land cover from existing
390 pixel-based data. Moreover, the results of base classification of
391 terrain types and land cover can be fused to form secondary
392 features that describe broader character of the site. The segmen393 tation/classification step of our method will yield a map with
394 classes that abstract physiography-land-cover instances [28].
360

395
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